Epygi Partners with TigerTMS to Provide an Exceptional Hotel Solution
United Kingdom and Altamonte Springs, Florida, USA, (DATE, 2022) – Epygi Technologies, a
worldwide provider of Integrated Communications Solutions, announced that they have
successfully completed interoperability testing and started a new partnership with TigerTMS,
one of the leading providers of hotel communication management solutions for the hospitality
industry.
The partnership between Epygi Technologies and TigerTMS brings elevated solutions to the
hospitality market. By using the iCharge Enterprise, Epygi users can provide wide range of
hospitality functionalities to their customers. It will allow users to automatically Check In/Out,
Line unbar/bar, see Maid Status updates, Minibar postings, DND updates and automated alarm
call functionality. TigerTMS’s best-selling iCharge Enterprise software is the next generation
technology, which transforms the way hotels connect front and back office applications to
provide a seamless service to guests, meeting the exact needs of different types of hotel. A
modern Dashboard provides an instant view of hotel operations including; room status,
occupancy levels, system alerts, and more.
"Epygi looks forward to the added benefits our customers will enjoy through partnering our QX
IP PBXs with iCharge Enterprise. Through this partnership we offer high quality, reliable
products at value pricing that meet the market's specific needs," said Mario Cuello, CEO of
Epygi Technologies.
John Owen, CEO at TigerTMS adds “We are excited by the recent Epygi and iCharge Enterprise
integration, and am looking forward to seeing the advantages the hospitality sector will
experience as a result of this partnership”.
About TigerTMS
TigerTMS is a leading developer of applications and middleware solutions for the global
Hospitality market.
With over 40 years industry experience, TigerTMS is probably the world’s largest single supplier
of communications and guest management systems, integrated voice and data solutions, as
well as BYOD solutions to the Hospitality industry. They provide world-class technology
solutions to some of the largest and most prestigious hotel groups as well as hundreds of
independent hoteliers.
About Charge Enterprise
Charge Enterprise is the next generation of the best-selling iCharge software. iCharge Enterprise
provides the hospitality sector with effective communications management, with
comprehensive data analytics and reporting. By integrating with hotel systems, iCharge
Enterprise delivers robust call accounting and produces comprehensive real-time and analytical

reports that enable hoteliers to improve operational effectiveness and enhance the guest
experience.
About Epygi Technologies
Epygi Technologies, LLC, a worldwide provider of award-winning IP PBXs, Gateways and ecQX
Cloud Services, supporting small businesses to enterprise’s telephony needs, is a private US
company founded in 2000 and has its headquarters in Altamonte Springs, Florida. Reliable,
secure and easy to install and use, the Epygi products offer users outstanding benefits and an
unparalleled range of features at very economic prices. Customers are able to improve their
productivity, lower operating expenses and enhance their image while affording the latest in
telecommunications equipment. Visit us on our website, follow us on Twitter, like our page
on Facebook or join our LinkedIn group.

